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Notice: This ISBN is definitely a hard cover text publication.For many years, Milady has been
known as the premier source for beauty and wellness education. This cutting-edge addition to
the Milady Regular offerings is aimed at anyone and everyone with a interest and desire for
becoming a make-up artist or working in the world of makeup. Now we have taken that
popularity one step further with the brand-new Milady Standard Make-up. Milady Standard
Makeup is normally a full-color text, packed with more than 800 photos and illustrations,
covering from anatomy and physiology to color theory, product types and tools. Milady Standard
Makeup is destined to determine itself as the foundational textbook in its field, essential for
every makeup artist with an eyes towards achievement in this rapidly expanding and dynamic
market. You will also discover ways to create organic looks and deal with particular skin types
such as for example mature and acne-prone pores and skin. Step-by-step techniques lead you
through numerous looks including bridal, prom, and high-style applications.
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Highly recommend I'm an esthetician and I really like doing makeup aswell. I purchased both
the Milady Standard Make-up textbook and workbook. The textbook is usually hardcover and
the workbook is certainly paperback. I ordered new types and both books found its way to
excellent condition. I find the textbook to end up being detailed, informative, and an excellent
book overall. Milady's Standard Makeup Milady Standard Make-up textbook not only found its
way to excellent condition, but it is so colorful and detailed. I would recommend this publication
to anyone who loves makeup. Must have for estheticians that are also thinking about doing
makeup and for makeup fanatics in general. great textbook That is a book you'll get if you
visited school to become makeup artist.. That is a great book for anyone who enjoys beauty and
makeup, and if you would like more than just fundamental information regarding makeup
application. I found the book and the workbook to end up being very . I am familar with the
Milady brand, since it is the same textbook I found in school to become hairstylist/barber.
Highly reccommend!! It's a great reference publication also. I am extremely happy I purchased
this book. I am very content with the reserve that I bought. I'm content that I bought the
workbook too. It has tons of information in it, such as the history of make-up, to types of
foundations, brushes, etc... I was confused initially because I didnt realize that this was a
workbook. There are images everywhere competing for your attention, and sometimes on what
seems to be unrelated articles. It makes it very hard to read and follow. I really like this book I
really like this book. just simply because in the picture Publication was in mint condition. I
purchased the hardcover book. HAPPY with seller and book Fast delivery. I use this publication
for my make-up classes in fact it is a major addition Five Stars Wonderfully detailed. Great
illustrations. Worth purchasing. So helpful. This reserve has very good info a makeup artist of
any level:beginners and professionals.. Even though I am a freelance makeup artist for years,
there is always something to understand. I realize this is a textbook, but I wanted to understand
real theory. Happy I made the purchase. I'd put a 0 if I could. Great mixture.. It is not a 'general
information' publication about makeup. I'd put a 0 if I could..???? I actually ordered the Kindle
version of this publication after buying .. The kindle version I got wasn't the correct book, but
rather a text book for Adobe Illustrator CS5? I ordered the Kindle edition of the book after
purchasing the textbook. Instead of this text, I received an Adobe Illustrator instruction instead
somehow? Keep carefully the information basic and straight forward so that the reader doesn't
feel distracted in multiple aspects of content. I found the book and the workbook to be
extremely distracting and hard to learn. I had to go purchase the reserve, which is certainly what
I believed i purchased in the first place. The kindle . It got a while to arrive nonetheless it was
really worth the wait. It will get many years of use..
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